[Cerebellar, pulmonary and cutaneous localizations of juvenile xanthogranuloma].
Juvenile xanthogranuloma is one of the most common non-langerhan cell histiocytoses in children. Usually cutaneous, there are disseminated forms. However, neurological localizations remain exceptional. We report the case of a cerebellar localization, associated with cutaneous and pulmonary lesions in a 13-month old child. Surgical treatment of the cerebellar lesion was associated with vinblastin chemotherapy, that led to total regression of the cutaneous and pulmonary lesions, neurological stabilization, without recurrence on the control IRM, after a period of 7 years. This is the second reported case of histologically documented cerebellar juvenile xanthogranuloma. In the event of cutaneous juvenile xanthogranuloma, the neurological examination must be attentive and supplemented, in case of any suspicion, by medical imaging. We believe that surgical treatment of neurological juvenile xanthogranuloma is necessary, in the event of symptomatic lesions and accessible to surgery. No consensus has been reached on subsequent treatments (radiotherapy, chemotherapy) and must be discussed according to the clinical profile and data in the literature.